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CLP CAN’T BE TRUSTED TO TACKLE IMPORTANT ISSUES

Shadow Minister for Government Accountability, Nicole Manison, said that revelations of serious issues within Police and the DPP, resulting in extended bail for alleged drug dealers, is further evidence that Territorians simply can’t trust the CLP to perform the most basic functions of government.

“It’s extremely concerning that agencies don’t appear to have the resources to put alleged Ice dealers away in a timely fashion,” Ms Manison said.

“To see these issues between Justice and Police is another symptom of a CLP Government which is dysfunctional and focused on infighting rather than running the Territory.

“Instead of wasting taxpayer money on false and misleading Ice adverts, the government must focus on doing their job to ensure Territorians are safe.

“Today’s revelations follow on from the very serious issues within Youth Justice, where the system is clearly in crisis.

“It’s clear the CLP Government has lost the ability to effectively manage justice and departments are struggling as a result.

“The CLP are a divided and incompetent government which is failing Territorians.”
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